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Introduction 
With modern day computer hacking in the news continuously, it is hard not to see its similarity with latter 
day philatelic forgeries (inclusive of stamps, postmarks and cancellations).  Both vocations have as their 
main reason for existence either the lure of money, or the professional bragging rights/gratification that 
come along with a project well done (especially in cases where so called "experts" have been taken for a 
ride); or both.  Although philatelic forgeries can never be condoned as it always remain an act of 
deceitfulness; at least in the case of the "old" forgers one is normally left with a small piece of art that 
results in discussions decades after its relevant birth. 
 
The main objective of this article is to amalgamate present knowledge of forged cancellations of 
St Helena during the period of King George V to assist stamp collectors of the country in identifying 
these fraudulent items of that period.  The collation of forged cancellations will be drawn from illustrative 
work by Mabbett (2002) and Stanton and Thorpe (2012); as well as referenced dates from Proud (2005) 
and Stanley Gibbons (2017).  Strangely enough, neither illustrative material nor any dates are given in 
the original "bible" of St Helena stamps, namely the reference work by Hibbert (1975), for this particular 
period.  Finally, a forged cancellation is presented that was discovered during recent years and not 
published in any of the above reference works. 
 
Madame Joseph forged cancellations 
There are four Madame Joseph cancels that cover the St Helena George V period, as illustrated in 
Figure 1 (from Mabbett, 2002).  These are the best known and most prolific forged cancellations that 
appear on a wide range of British Commonwealth stamps of this period.  What makes the Madame 
Joseph cancellers so special is that they were very good reproductions indeed, and they had been 
applied mainly to the most desirable items that otherwise were particularly scarce in used condition, for 
example, the high value values and stamps having major flaws.  (Stanton and Thorpe, 2012) 
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Figure 1  Madame Joseph forged cancellations. 
 
Madame Joseph (c.1900 - after late 1940s) was a stamp dealer active in London in the early part of the 
twentieth century and who has since been revealed to be a major supplier of stamps with forged cancels.  
In conjunction with her successors, over 400 fake cancels were used dated up to 1967.  Known as 
Madame Joseph because she went by the surname Joseph and was possibly French or Belgian (her 
first name is unknown), Joseph, her accomplices and successors used fake handstamps to turn common 
unused stamps into more valuable used ones. 
 
In the early 1990s, the retired stamp dealer Derek Worboys purchased the Joseph instruments and 
paraphernalia from Clive Santo in order to prevent their further use.  The items were in the estate of 
Clive's late father George who died in 1990.  Today the Madame Joseph items reside in the museum of 
The Royal Philatelic Society in London. 
 
All four these Madame Joseph forged cancellations are illustrated in Mabbett (2002) and Stanton and 
Thorpe (2012).  The three dates are given in Proud (2005) and Stanley Gibbons (2017) lists the first two 
dates.  Figure 2 shows a complete set of the 1934 Centenary of British Colonisation issue cancelled with 
the 12 May 1934 forged canceller. 



 

          
 

         
 

         
 

Figure 2  Complete Centenary of British Colonisation set cancelled with 12 May 1934 forged canceller. 
 
Stanton and Thorpe identified forged cancellations 
Ralph Stanton and Bill Thorpe identified and illustrated a further four forged cancellations in their 
excellent publication on the "badge" issue (Stanton and Thorpe, 2012).  The 2d stamp in Figure 3 
appears to have a genuine postmark; however, the stamp has a flaw that shows it to be from the 1937 
printing, 13 years before the forged cancellation of 20 Jul 1924.  In Figure 4 the 8d stamp is cancelled 
with a canceller (2 Oct 1925) that also shows the right size, but the date is "DC 2" (abbreviation used for 
December was "DE"), the index letter "C" is tilted backwards at an angle of 45o; and there is no bar 
under the foot of "T" in ST. 
 

 
 

Figure 3  20 Jul 1924 forged canceller (FC01). 

 
 

Figure 4  2 Oct 1925 forged canceller (FC02). 
 
In Figure 5 the 1937 1½d stamp is cancelled with a forged cancellation (11 Dec 1927) as it is dated ten 
years before the stamp was actually issued.  It also has a large "T" in ST and is 2 - 3 mm larger in 
diameter than any of the date stamps in use during that period.  The 4d stamp in Figure 6 is cancelled 
with a forged canceller (30 Oct 1935) that has a circle of 21 mm with very thin lettering.  The date is in 
three lines and the month is incorrectly shown as "OCT" instead as "OC". 



 

 
 

Figure 5  11 Dec 1927 forged canceller (FC04). 

 
 

Figure 6  30 Oct 1935 forged canceller (FC09). 
 
"New" forged cancellation 
The ½d pair illustrated in Figure 7 is genuine, however, it is cancelled with a forged canceller 
(4 Dec 1927) thus far unrecorded by either of the reference works.  The stamp has the cleft rock variety 
but is from the April 1936 printing, as identified through the break in the outer frame line of the nameplate 
tablet above the second "E" in HELENA (as illustrated in Figure 8).  The forged canceller is thus dated 
nine years before the issue of the stamp.  It also has a large "T" instead of the smaller underlined "T" of 
the St Helena cancellers of the period. 
 

 

Figure 7  4 Dec 1927 forged canceller (FC03). 

 
 

Figure 8  Break in outer frame line. 

 
Final comments 
Another example of forged cancellation FC04 is illustrated on a high value 7s6d stamp in Figure 9.  In 
addition to the comments made by Stanton and Thorpe (2012) in describing the forged cancellation, it 
should be mentioned that further proof is that the canceller has the day before the month and according 
to Proud (2005) no St Helena cancellers were used with the day before the month during this period. 
 

 
 

Figure 9  11 Dec 1927 forged canceller (FC04). 



 
There is at this stage nine forged cancellations identified during the George V period in St Helena and 
they are summarised in Table 1 below.  What made December 1927 so special to have three forged 
cancellation dates remains, and may forever be, a mystery. 
 

FC01 FC02 FC03 FC04 FC05 

20 Jul 1924 2 Oct 1925 4 Dec 1927 11 Dec 1927 18 Dec 1927 

FC06 FC07 FC08 FC09  

12 May 1934 6 May 1935 6 May 1935 30 Oct 1935  
 

Table 1  List of known forged cancellations during George V period. 
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